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Administration of Justice

Courthouse architecture, design, and social justice Kirsty Duncanson (editor) ; Emma Henderson (Emma M.) (editor) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893665400001701

 Administrative Law

European economic legal order after Brexit: markets and institutions. S.l. : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51889642480001701

Legitimacy and effectiveness of ESMA's soft law Marioes van Rijsbergen (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742440001701

TC Law Library General Collection KF1600 .L58 2020

Antitrust

Challenges to assumptions in competition law David Bosco (editor) ; Michal S Gal (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741930001701

Banking & Finance

The euro crisis and constitutional pluralism : financial stability but constitutional inequality Tomi Tuominen (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742020001701
Banking & Finance (cont’d)

Rethinking the regulation of cryptoassets: cryptographic consensus technology and the new prospect Syren Johnstone (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742080001701

Bankruptcy

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742350001701

Biography

Redeeming justice: from defendant to defender, my fight for equity on both sides of a broken system / Jarrett Adams. (New York: Convergent, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KF373.A29 A3 2021

Business Organizations

Comparative corporate governance Afra Afsharipour (editor); Martin Gelter (editor) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741840001701

TC Law Library General Collection K1329.5 .R47 2021
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection); McDonnell

Children

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51888066840001701
Civil Law
TC Law Library General Collection KGF404.32 .A5213 2021x

Civil Practice & Procedure
TC Law Library Reserve KF8858 .P45 2021

Comparative Law
Rethinking comparative law Simone Glanert (author); Alexandra Mercescu (author); Geoffrey Samuel (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741960001701

Constitutional Law
The mind of the censor and the eye of the beholder: the First Amendment and the censor's dilemma Robert Corn-Revere (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51894495460001701

The new fourth branch: institutions for protecting constitutional democracy Mark V. Tushnet 1945- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51890270860001701

The Routledge handbook of subnational constitutions and constitutionalism P Popelier (editor); Giacomo Delledonne 1985- (editor); Nicholas Aroney (editor) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893199420001701

Contracts
Courts

TC Law Library General Collection KJE5053 .K73 2021

Criminal Law & Procedure

TC Law Library Reserve KF9219.85 .S58 2022

The crisis in America's criminal courts: improving criminal justice outcomes by transforming decision-making / William R. Kelly. (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF9223 .K428 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KD7869 .W55 2021

Data Protection

The GDPR challenge: privacy, technology, and compliance in an age of accelerating change Amie Taal 1967- (editor) Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, an imprint of Taylor & Francis Group, LLC 2021 First edition..
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898245930001701

Discrimination

Freedom to discriminate: how realtors conspired to segregate housing and divide America / Gene Slater. (Berkeley, California: Heyday, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection HD7288.76.U5 S54 2021

Dispute Resolution

International commercial arbitration: a comparative introduction Franco Ferrari (author); Friedrich Rosenfeld (author); John Fellas (editor); John Fellas (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742200001701

Environmental Law

Environmental taxation in the pandemic era: opportunities and challenges Hope Ashiabor (editor); Janet E Milne (editor); Mikael Skou Andersen (editor) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742410001701
Environmental Law (cont’d)

Rethinking environmental law : why environmental laws should conform to the laws of nature
Jan G. Laitos (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742170001701

Equity

Hanbury and Martin, modern equity. Glister, James (London : Sweet & Maxwell, [2021])
Twenty-second edition.
TC Law Library General Collection KD674 .H35 2021

Evidence

A short & happy guide to evidence / Sydney A. Beckman. (St. Paul, MN : West Academic
TC Law Library Reserve KF8935.Z9 B43 2021

Executive Power

Contested ground : how to understand the limits of presidential power / Daniel A. Farber.
(Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF5053 .F37 2021

Feminist Theory

White feminism : from the suffragettes to influencers and who they leave behind / Koa Beck.
TC Law Library General Collection HQ1233 .B423 2021

Freedom of Information

Saving the Freedom of Information Act Margaret Kwoka (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom
; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51894495990001701

Globalization & Law

Globalisation, populism, pandemics and the law : the anarchy and the ecstasy Mark Findlay
(author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742380001701

Hate Speech

Hate speech / Caitlin Ring Carlson. (Cambridge, Massachusetts The MIT Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K5210 .C37 2021
**Health Law & Policy**

TC Law Library General Collection KD3395 .K454 2021

Mental health, legal capacity, and human rights Michael Ashley Stein (editor) ; Faraaz Mahomed 1985- (editor) ; Vikram Patel (editor) ; Charlene Sunkel (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51890270980001701

**Human Rights**

A re-examination of economic, social and cultural rights in a political society in the light of the principle of human dignity / Getahun A. Mosissa. (Antwerpen ; Gent ; Cambridge : Intersentia, [2020])
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1266 .M67 2020

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51892240680001701

TC Law Library Human Rights Library UA12.83 .H86 2021

TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .W45x 2021
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection); Weissbrodt

Lawyers beyond borders : advancing international human rights through local laws and courts / Maria Armoudian. (Ann Arbor : University of Michigan Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .A76 2021

Proportionality, balancing, and rights : Robert Alexy's Theory of constitutional rights / Jan-R. Sieckmann, editor. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .P767 2021

Reframing human rights in a turbulent era / Gráinne de Búrca. (Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .D386 2021
Human Rights (cont’d)

Research handbook on compliance in international human rights law Rainer Grote (editor) ; Mariela Morales (editor) ; Davide Paris (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742530001701

The construction of the customary law of peace : Latin America and the inter-american court of human rights Cecilia M. Bailliet (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741810001701

Humanitarian Law

Law-making and legitimacy in international humanitarian law Heike Krieger (editor) ; Jonas Püschmann (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742260001701

Immigration

Latin America and refugee protection : regimes, logics and challenges / edited by Liliana Lyra Jubilut, Marcia Vera Espinoza and Gabriela Mezzanotti. (New York : Berghahn, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KG564 .L38 2021

Stealing time : migration, temporalities and state violence / Monish Bhatia, Victoria Canning, editors. (Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K3275 .S84 2021

The coloniality of asylum : mobility, autonomy and solidarity in the wake of Europe's refugee crisis / Fiorenza Picozza. (Lanham, Maryland : Rowman & Littlefield, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K3268.3 .P53 2021

The precarious lives of Syrians : migration, citizenship, and temporary protection in Turkey / Feyzi Baban, Suzan Ilcan, and Kim Rygiel. (Montreal ; Kingston ; London ; Chicago : McGill-Queen's University Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection HV640.5.S97 B33 2021

Indigenous Peoples

TC Law Library General Collection KIE1877 .R53 2021

Insurance Law

TC Law Library Reserve KF1164.3 .D6 2022
**Intellectual Property**

Customs enforcement of intellectual property rights / Timothy P. Trainer, Vicki E. Allums. (Eagan, MN : Thomson Reuters, [2020])
TC Law Library General Collection KF6699 .P76 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KF3114 .C68x 2021
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection); Cotter

**International Law**

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742050001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742230001701

International law and the war with Islamic State : challenges for jus ad bellum and jus in bello / Saeed Bagheri. (Oxford ; London ; New York ; New Delhi ; Sydney : Hart, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6396 .B339 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KZ1261 .S54 2021

Legal fictions in international law Reece Lewis (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742320001701

Less-lethal weapons under international law : a three dimensional perspective Elisabeth Hoffberger-Pippan (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51889726920001701

Regulating the use of force in international law : stability and change Russell Buchan (author) ; Nikolaos K Tsagourias (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741870001701

Research handbook on international law and cities Helmut Philipp Aust (editor) ; Janne E. Nijman (editor) ; Miha Marcenko (contributor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741720001701
International Law (cont’d)

Research handbook on unilateral and extraterritorial sanctions Charlotte Beaucillon (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741750001701

Research methods in international law : a handbook Rossana Deplano (editor) ; Nikolaos K Tsagourias (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741990001701

Security, strategy and military dynamics in the South China Sea : cross-national perspectives / edited by Gordon Houlden, Scott N. Romaniuk and Nong Hong ; foreword by Stein Tønneson. (Bristol : Bristol University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KZA1692 .S43 2021

State responsibility and rebels : the history and legacy of protecting investment against revolution / Kathryn Greenman. (Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K3830 .G74 2021

The ecology of war and peace : marginalising slow and structural violence in international law Eliana Cusato 1974- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51892593330001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51892692490001701

The right to life under international law : an interpretative manual Stuart Casey-Maslen (author) ; C. H Heyns (Christof H.) (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51892535170001701

To the uttermost parts of the earth : legal imagination and international power, 1300-1870 Martti Koskenniemi (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51889426620001701

International Trade

Customs unions in the WTO : problems with anti -dumping / Fabian Bickel. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer Nature, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K4635 .B53 2021
International Trade (cont’d)

The law and economics of WTO law: a comparison with EU competition law's 'more economic approach' Marios C. Iacovides (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021 https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742470001701

The WTO anti-dumping agreement: a detailed commentary Philippe De Baere (author); Clotilde du Parc (author); Isabelle Van Damme (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021 https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51889666440001701

Investment Law

Foreign investor misconduct in international investment law / Anna Kozyakova. (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2021]) TC Law Library General Collection K3830 .K69 2021

Transnational actors in international investment law / Anastasios Gourgourinis, editor. (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2021]) TC Law Library General Collection K3830 .T73 2021

Islamic Law

Annotated legal documents on Islam in Europe. Spain / compiled, annotated and authored by Juan Ferreiro, Jordi Moreras. (Leiden; Boston: Brill, [2021]) TC Law Library General Collection KKT2467.M56 F475 2021


Judges

The first fifteen: how Asian American women became federal judges / Susan Oki Mollway. (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, [2021]) TC Law Library General Collection KF372 .M65 2021

Jurisprudence


**Jurisprudence (cont’d)**

Law's reality: a philosophy of law Allan Beever (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742560001701

Legal design Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci (editor); Halena Haapio (editor); Margaret Hagan (editor); Michael Doherty (editor) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742110001701

Legal doctrinal scholarship: legal theory and the inner workings of a doctrinal discipline Mátýás Bódig (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741780001701

Legal meanings: the making and use of meaning in legal reasoning / edited by Janet Giltrow, Frances Olsen, Donato Mancini. (Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K237 .L443 2021

Naturalism and the frontiers of legal science / Tomasz Pietrzykowski; translated by Krystyna Warchał. (Berlin; New York: Peter Lang, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K212 .P5413 2021

Properties of law: modern law and after Kaarlo Tuori (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51892535140001701

The impact of the law: on character formation, ethical education, and the communication of values in late modern pluralistic societies / John Witte, Michael Welker (eds.). (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K247.6 .I57 2021
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection); Bix

Voices on law and activism: addressing the work of Adam Gearey / ed. Maria Grahn-Farley. (Uppsala: Iustus förlag, 2021)
TC Law Library General Collection K235 .V65 2021

**Labor & Employment Law**

The future of the employment contract Douglas Brodie (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896742500001701
Law and Sexuality

TC Law Library Reserve KF4754.5 .C65 2022

Legal Research, Writing & Publishing

TC Law Library General Collection KFK1201 .V35x 2021

TC Law Library Reserve KF245 .T47x 2021

TC Law Library Reference Office KFM4275 .L97 2021

TC Law Library General Collection PN146 .G73 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KFA 3601 .F67x 2021

Literature & the Arts

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR9199.4.M32593 D46 2021

The lawyer in Dickens / Franziska Quabeck. (Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2021])
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR4592.L3 Q33 2021

Medical Law

TC Law Library General Collection K3611.G46 C66 2021
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection); Wolf
Practice of Law

In her words = D'après elle = Ezisholo yena: women lawyers from around the world share their hopes for the future / edited by D. Denis-Smith and A. Van de Casteele. (London : Scala Arts & Heritage Publishers Ltd, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K118.W6 I5 2021

Privacy

TC Law Library General Collection KFC312 .P55 2022

Property

TC Law Library Reserve KF665.Z9 B865 2021

Rule of Law

TC Law Library General Collection KJC4426 .A94 2021
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection); Stein

Illiberal constitutionalism in Poland and Hungary: the deterioration of democracy, misuse of human rights and abuse of the rule of law Tímea Drinóczi (author) ; Agnieszka Bień-Kacała (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893126360001701

Social Legislation

TC Law Library General Collection KF3650 .D83 2021

The revised European social charter: an article by article commentary Karin Lukas (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896741900001701
Technology

Autonomous organizations Shawn Bayern (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51893687630001701

Global Internet law / Michael L. Rustad. (St. Paul, MN : West Academic Publishing, [2021])
Fourth edition
TC Law Library Reserve KF390.5.C6 R87 2021

Legal and ethical challenges of artificial intelligence from an international law perspective / Themistoklis Tzimas. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K564.C6 T95 2021

We, the robots? : regulating artificial intelligence and the limits of the law Simon Chesterman (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51887044110001701

Trials

A second reckoning : race, injustice, and the last hanging in Annapolis / Scott D. Seligman. ([Lincoln, Nebraska] : Potomac Books, an imprint of the University of Nebraska Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF224.S595 S45 2021

The family Roe : an American story / Joshua Prager. (New York, N.Y. : W.W. Norton & Company, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF228.R59 P73 2021